
DISCOVER CELL PERFORMANCE 

Please take some time to explore the website 
www.DiscoverCellPerformance.com 

GET READY TO POWER YOUR POTENTIAL 

I am excited for you to try these new Cell Performance products brought to you by ASEA. 

RedoxEnergy to combat fatigue, leaving you more awake and alert. 

RedoxMind to replace brain fog and mental exhaustion with clarity and focus. 

RedoxMood to conquer anxiety and overwhelm with a sense of relaxation and calm. 

In this pack, I have included samples of all 3 products. Color coded for simple use. Make sure to 

try an Energy/Mind combo. It’s amazing and tastes great! Either half and half or a full pack of 

each depending on how sensitive you are! Mind/Mood is another fantastic combo! Mix with 

water, favorite beverage or even your smoothie!  

The final versions of these products were the result of over 200 different formulations and the 

ingredients have been chosen for the significant and synergistic benefits they offer. They are 

also included in their efficacious amounts – in other words - we are not just sprinkling in 

ingredients to make a label look good. You will feel the difference!  

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Massive Demand. More than ever before, millions of people are searching for healthy, 

effective solutions for fatigue, brain fog, anxiety, stress and overwhelm.  

2. Products That Work. In a 420-person consumer study, on average, 8 out of 10 people said 

they experienced positive benefits from using the products.  

3. Competitive Price Point. At only $50 for 30 drinks, these new cell performance products 

represent incredible value for money at only $1.67 a drink!  

4. Science But Simple. The formulations are all backed by science; however, it is the simplicity 

of and ease of sharing through sampling, that makes our income opportunity a home run.    

5. Just The Beginning. These 3 products are only the beginning of this new product division 

called Cell Performance, with more high impact formulas already in development!   

ASEA THE COMPANY 

In 2009, ASEA entered the cellular health industry with their cutting edge, patented health 

science breakthrough, ASEA Redox. A cell signaling technology that has transformed 10,000s of 

lives around the world; resulting in over $1 Billion in global sales and $500,000,000 paid in 

commissions to our independent reps.  

Now ASEA has launched their next big product division - Cell Performance. Simple, fun, 

affordable products that work, improving the quality of people’s day to day lives, so they can 

“power their potential”. Cell Performance will be BIG, and YOU can be part of it.   


